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theor he north pacific once
I1 considered inexhaustibleinexhaustibleisat is at

risk the ecosystem isis showing
clear signs of stress inin declines of
regional marine mammal and
bird populations especially those
that depend on commercially
important fish for food in some
areas of the bering sea and gulf
of alaska king crab opilio and
bairdi tanner crab shrimp
pollock pacific ocean perch
halibut and greenland turbot are
also inin decline resulting in
reduced fishing time or complete
fishery closures

overfishingOver fishing unselective
catch of hundreds of millions of
pounds of fish as bycatchbucatchbycatch
waste and government
mismanagement are threatening
the ocean fisheries and
ecosystems that have sustained
coastal communities for
generations are at risk we dont
want what has happened with

the new england fisheries crisis
to happen here

you cmcan help senator ted
stevens and representative don
young can make a difference but
only if they hearftornhear from you senator
stevens and representative young
chair the committees in congress
responsible for reforming the
magnusonartact our nations primary
fisheries law but time is short and
theyner need to hear from you today
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marine fish
conservation network

urge them to make our
fisheries and oceans healthy and
productive by voting to

clearly establish conservation
over economics as the top
priority of the act by
determining fishing levels
based on sound management
practices not short term
economic factors and profits
stop the needless bycatchbucatch ahdaad
waste caused by indiscriminate
fishing practices
reform fishery management
councils to make them
responsive to the public
interest not big business
interests and
protect habitat essential to all
life stages of fish from
destructive development
activities

coastal communities and cultures
tens of thousands of jobs a source of
recreation ibrmilowfor millions and thehealththe health
of the oceans depend upon it
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CALL OR-FAX SENATOR STEYENSSTEVENS TODAY AT

2022243004202224202y224 3004 2022242354202224 2354 faxtax

AHOAND representative YOUNGATYOUNG AT

2022255765202225 55765
1

7651 2022250425202225202m5 04250425 fax

ALASKA MEMBERS OF THE NETWORKNVIWORK
alaska marine Cortconservationservation council city of st paulberingPaul Bering sea coalition 0 greenpeaceGreen peace

kodiak conservation network north pacific fisheries protection association trustees for alaska


